Construction of linear invariants in phylogenetic inference.
An analytical method is presented for constructing linear invariants. All linear invariants of a k-species tree can be derived from those of (k-1)-species trees using this method. The new method is simpler than that of Cavender, which relies on numerical computations. Moreover, the new method provides a convenient tool to study the relationships between linear invariants of the same tree or of different trees. All linear invariants of trees of up to five species are derived in this study. For four species, there are 16 independent linear invariants for each of the three possible unrooted trees, 14 of which are shared by two unrooted trees and 12 of these are shared by all three unrooted trees; the last types of linear invariants can be used to construct tests on the assumptions about nucleotide substitutions. The number of linear invariants for a tree is found to increase rapidly with the number of species.